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Abstract—Machine learning techniques are applied on higher education da-

ta for analyzing the interaction between the students and electronic learning sys-

tems. This type of analysis serves in predicting students’ scores, in alerting stu-

dents-at-risk, and in managing the degree of student engagement to educational 

system. The approaches in this work implements the divide and conquer algo-

rithm on feature set of an educational data set to enhance the analysis and pre-

diction accuracy. It divides the feature set into a number of logical subgroups 

based on the problem domain. Each subgroup is analyzed separately and the fi-

nal result is the combination of the results of the analysis of these subgroups. 

The classifier that shows the best prediction accuracy is dependent on the logi-

cal non-statistical nature of the features in each group. Both traditional and 

boosting classifiers are utilized on each dataset, from which a comparison is 

conducted to show the best classifiers along with the best dataset. This approach 

provides the possibility to apply a brute force algorithm in the selection of the 

best feature subgroups with a low computational complexity. The experimental 

work shows a high prediction accuracy of the students-at-risk relative to the 

current research, and provides a list of new important features in the field of 

electronic learning systems. 

Keywords—Learning Analytics, Education Data Mining, AdaBoost, XgBoost, 

Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, OULAD, Virtual Learning Environ-

ment, Learning Management System.  

1 Introduction  

With the rapid expansion in technology; educational institutions generate tons of 

statistical and behavioral student’s records; such data could be analyzed to reveal 

useful knowledge in order to facilitate the learning and teaching processes. Students 

may not perform well in some modules not because they are not diligent enough, but 

also because the educational settings or modules representation does not fit them. 

Accordingly educational data mining plays an important role to reveal hidden 

knowledge from which early interventions could be made to detect at risk students. 

Education data mining EDM is defined as “a growing discipline which is concerned 

with the development of methods for exploring the unique types of data that come 
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from an educational setting, and use this data in order to better understand students 

and the settings in which they learn in” [1]. EDM main concern is developing models 

to improve learners experience and to enhance academic performance. Academic 

progress can be monitored by predictive models; such models use various data mining 

techniques to analyze students’ performance. Data collection, pre-processing, model-

ing and finally interpretation are the four main phases for any traditional data mining 

problem. FS algorithms are applied in the pre-processing step of data. Its aim to select 

the most appropriate set of features prior building the data mining model in order to 

enhance model accuracy and lower computational complexity [4]. Modeling phase 

concerns with developing techniques to categorize data based on similar characteris-

tics. Clustering and classifications are the most popular DM techniques (learning 

methods) that could produce an effective predictive model. Major EDM problems can 

be categorized into non-standardization in educational settings and the associated 

generated data, leading to difficulty in selecting the best features and the optimum 

mining technique that could enhance the accuracy of the predictive model. Studies 

have shown that educational settings can have a great impact on students’ perfor-

mance and grades [5]. The main objective of this paper is to study and analyze 

benchmarked student’s data, generated from educational settings, in order to propose 

a predictive model with enhanced accuracy rates compared to others on same data set. 

Moreover to find the most significant features that may affect students’ performance 

by adding an extra layer of logically grouped features prior applying classification 

techniques. A various set of classifiers are applied on dataset with focus on traditional 

classifiers and newly enhanced ensemble techniques, finally a comparison is conduct-

ed between classifiers to reveal the best model from accuracy perspective. Facilitating 

teaching and learning process are the main motivations for this research; by early 

interventions of at risk students at early stages could aid decision makers to detect 

drawbacks in students’ learning behavior. While data mining DM in other contexts is 

known for its effectiveness in other sciences like e-commerce, banking, digital mar-

keting and other business industries, yet the applications of DM in the educational 

context is still limited. Academic progress can be monitored by predictive models; 

such models use various data mining techniques to analyze students’ performance. 

Major EDM problems can be categorized into non-standardization in educational 

settings and the associated generated data, leading to difficulty in selecting the best 

features and the optimum mining technique that could enhance the accuracy of the 

predictive model. Accordingly the work in this paper tries to discuss the answers for 

the following questions: what are the most significant features that may affect stu-

dents’ performance? What is the best fit classification model with highest accuracy 

rates? Will a hybrid classification model produce better accuracy results than a single 

model? Will a specific combination of dimensions of features utilizing a certain clas-

sifier acts better than a full data set of features?  
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2 Background and Literature Review 

Applications and methods for mining students’ data can be categorized based on 

problem domain; accordingly many surveys in the last decade have listed possible 

applications of EDM. According to intensive survey provided by Behdad, Osmar and 

Samira they identified 13 categories of applications, forming a new taxonomy tailored 

specifically to educational domain [25]. Student modeling is a cognitive operation 

devoted to representing cognitive prospect of students’ activities, such as analyzing 

the student’s behavior in order to detect their performance, isolating underlying mis-

conceptions, representing students’ goals and plans, identifying prior and acquired 

knowledge, maintaining describing personality characteristic [26]. Under modeling 

category is performance prediction, which is the main aim of this paper. Detecting 

students’ engagement in a web-based course contents by utilizing machine learning 

(ML) techniques to measure the effect of such interactions on student’s performance. 

With engagement level as target variable; the level is classified as high and low. The 

input features of the model included highest education level, final results, assessment 

score, and number of clicks on the virtual learning environment [6]. The activities is 

considered also as a group of important features, it includes the data plus, the forums, 

the glossary, the resources, the subpages, the homepages and the URL during the first 

course assessment [10] .Absence of data from previous courses which are usually 

used in training the model has been tackled by data generated from early course as-

sessments, the approach tries to find the correlation between the first assessment and 

the final grade; by applying ML techniques to extract students’ behavior who submit-

ted their assignments earlier than others, hence apply it to other students [7]. Rules 

extractions from eLearning systems to detect frequent patterns is not always enough, 

normal association roles like Apriori algorithm do not take infrequent associations 

into consideration, despite the fact that relatively infrequent associations could be of 

significant interest [8], that’s why Rare Association Mining Technique could play an 

important role to detect infrequent student’s behaviors. In [9] the author deals with 

variance of courses types and number of activities generated from eLearning systems; 

by detecting the relationship between activities and resources in a certain course along 

with students’ final grades. He did so by applying different Multiple Instance learning 

techniques and results were compared. Although the research is well organized the 

main focus was on the techniques, and not the data attributes, without mentioning the 

reason behind choosing only three specific students’ online activities. The author in 

[10] started with a question if it is possible to predict student’s success enrolled in a 

course with a small dataset? And that datasets associated with students are considered 

small even if with a big number of students. Student attributes considered in this pa-

per for prediction: gender, year of birth, Employment, status, registration, type of 

study, Exam condition and activities. Several perspectives affect student’s behavior 

over the academic period, the first perspective is partitioning the factors that are af-

fecting the student behavior according to the institutional and family support and 

degree of the student awareness ,the second perspective studies the students who per-

form an improvement during their study in the university, another perspective is the 

addition of the external factorials like the economic status, finally the interaction to 
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the electronic educational systems [11][12][13]. The current research trends in this 

area examine the different activities performed by the student on the Electronic learn-

ing systems. The work in [14] studies the frequency of online interaction of the stu-

dents; by measuring the percentage of accessing the virtual classroom and discussion 

boards. The work in [15] provides an evaluation to the E-learning systems by catego-

rizing the different factors that may affect the student performance. These factors are 

divided into six dimensions: system quality, service quality, content quality, learner 

perspective, instructor attitudes, and supportive issues. The purpose of the previous 

work is to gain the benefit of all factors that affect the student performance and build 

a machine learning model that enables the decision makers in altering the teaching 

methodology. 

3 Model Implementation 

 

Fig. 1. Ensemble with Boosting model  

The main model in this paper is ensemble model with boosting as shown on figure 

1. The approach starts by categorizing the OULAD education dataset into four groups. 

As mentioned these groups are students’ demographic data, module registration, as-

sessments, and finally records from the virtual learning environment. A combination 
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of such groups is then conducted without redundancy, resulting in 10 combinations in 

addition to the 4 partitions of a singular dimension. Various machine learning tech-

niques are applied on each partition and a combination is used to detect the best fitting 

classifier. A classifier could perform better on one of the partitions, while the same 

classifier may act less on another partition in the same data domain. In addition to the 

non-ensemble classifiers applied in model one, bagging and boosting techniques are 

utilized on each partition and combinations of features. Both bagging and boosting are 

forms of ensemble techniques that combine multiple learners to generate a more accu-

rate model. By default, bagging utilizes bootstrap sampling to get the data subgroups 

for training the base learners. To assemble the outputs of base learners, bagging uses 

voting analysis for classification. On the other hand, boosting combines multiple 

weak classifiers to create a single strong classifier. A weak classifier is a learner 

whose prediction accuracy is slightly better than random guessing. Decision trees and 

decision stumps are examples for weak classifiers. However, theoretically boosting 

can be possible with any base classifier that accepts features weighting. In real life 

practices it seems that mostly used (boosted) base learners are tree-based classifiers. 

On the other hand, classifiers like SVM and RF are considered as strong classifiers, 

whose classification accuracy will outperform DT. As such, boosting SVM and boost-

ing Random Forest are introduced, in order to detect the classification accuracy com-

pared the default Boosting DT. The steps below summarize model implementation: 

1. Initialize features groups based on data sources. 

2. Generate all possible combination of groups with no repetition  

3. Apply SVM, DT, NN as non-ensemble learners on each partition/combination of 

features 

4. Apply RF as bagging technique on each partition/combination of features 

5. Apply XgBoost and AdaBoost with default DT as the base learner each parti-

tion/combination of features. 

6. Select best fit classifier along with the best combination of groups from 3, 4 and 5  

7. Boost linear and non-linear SVM, boost RF and save results 

8. Compare classification accuracy from 6 and 7 

To simplify the output of model two, table 1 below summarizes the utilized classi-

fication techniques applied across various groups of features grouping, along with 

their combinations, with classification accuracy results for each: 
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Table 1.  The first four rows represent features partitions, along with their classification 

accuracy across different classifiers. The rest of rows represent all possible 

combinations of partitions. The last row represents the full features dataset. 

Classifiers Accuracy Results 

  SVM DT NN AdaBoosts XGBoosts RF 

1 Student info - D 0.422 0.409 0.4207701 0.418776 0.4123332 0.4297 

2 Registration - R 0.671 0.6699 0.6721966 0.67235 0.6725038 0.6736 

3 Assessment - A 0.662 0.6597 0.6624031 0.664729 0.626938 0.661 

4 VLE Interaction 0.669 0.6536 0.6684913 0.664044 0.6583989 0.6842 

5 DR 0.655 0.6498 0.6021505 0.684793 0.6537634 0.68 

6 DA 0.66 0.664 0.4804264 0.671512 0.6277132 0.6773 

7 D_VLE 0.68 0.6618 0.6563462 0.671741 0.6713992 0.6861 

8 RA 0.805 0.6581 0.7226207 0.806939 0.7615817 0.8197 

9 R_VLE 0.789 0.6586 0.767796 0.798297 0.801848 0.8109 

10 A_VLE 0.682 0.6575 0.6737864 0.692039 0.7174757 0.7353 

11 DRA 0.807 0.6534 0.7414228 0.802675 0.7749564 0.8174 

12 DR_VLE 0.794 0.6635 0.7979124 0.798426 0.7956879 0.8198 

13 RA_VLE 0.803 0.6555 0.7253836 0.836862 0.851039 0.844 

14 DRA_VLE (Full set) 0.797 0.6646 0.7945232 0.835308 0.8428821 0.8499 

4 Experimental Work and Results Analysis 

The experimental work is applied on a benchmark education data set; Open Uni-

versity Learning analytics database (OULAD). The Open University uses a techno-

logical platform that includes MOOC along with Moodle LMS. The dataset includes 

the various interaction activities of the students to the Virtual Learning Environments 

(VLE), along with the demographic data and the assessment results of the students. 

The analysis study applied here focuses on for seven selected courses (modules). 

The number of features extracted from the Open University database is 41 features 

over 30k students. Different classical Machine Learning algorithms are applied on this 

extracted dataset, including SVM, DT and NN. In addition, AdaBoost and XGBoost 

classifier algorithms are used as boosting algorithms, and RF algorithm is used as a 

bagging algorithm. The target variables of the models fall in one of three classes: 

pass, fail or distinguish as label for scores categories. A comparison among these 

algorithms shows that the RF algorithm has the best classification/prediction accuracy 

with 84.99%. Fig 2 demonstrates the utilized ML techniques along their accuracy 

results. 
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Fig. 2. Classification accuracy of machine learning algorithms applied on full set of 41 features 

According to the proposed model, the features within this extracted dataset are cat-

egorized into four logical groups: Student demographic Information (D), Assessment 

(A), VLE interactions (VLE) and Registration (R). Each group contains a different 

number of features. When applying the different machine learning algorithms on each 

of these subgroups, the prediction accuracy of the independent datasets shows that the 

features of student demographic (S) performed the least, with around 40% classifica-

tion accuracy. On the other hand, features generated from the Virtual Learning Envi-

ronment and R data sets shows the best prediction accuracy percentage as shown in 

figure 3. This demonstrates that the student demographic information has the least 

discrimination power between students of various performance results in the final 

score of the module. While the information about the interaction of the students to the 

VLE system and the registration of the student to module has significance in predict-

ing the final performance of this student. 

 

Fig. 3. Classification accuracy of various machine learning algorithms applied on the four 

subgroup datasets (Student demographic Information (S), Assessment (A), VLE inter-

actions (V), and Registration (R) independently) with lowest accuracy to demographic 

data represented in blue bar 
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Accordingly, instead of applying a feature selection and feature reduction tech-

niques, the features in the subgroup of student info-D can be simply excluded from 

the modelling process. When excluding the subgroup of features that reflects that 

student demographic information from the full dataset; the prediction accuracy is 

enhanced in SVM, AdaBoost and XgBoost, which prove that this sub group of fea-

tures (demographic student info-D) is of least importance in the prediction problem, 

thus can be neglected. Although the prediction accuracy across other techniques dete-

riorates by a small percentage, the value of this deterioration can be ignored against 

the advantage of reducing the computation time by reducing number of features input 

to the model. Figure 4 shows the difference in classification accuracy between the full 

data set, and the subset of combining registration, assessment and VLE interactions 

(RA_VLE), followed by Figure 7 that shows all classification results with respect to 

accuracy across different combinations of features, with maximum accuracy of almost 

85% for both RF on the full dataset, and XGBoost on combinations of registration, 

assessment and VLE interactions. 

 

Fig. 4. Classification accuracy of machine learning algorithms applied on the dataset that 

includes three subgroup features Assessment (A), VLE interactions (V), and Registra-

tion (R) in comparison to results when applied on the whole dataset (DRA_VLE). 

Furthermore, a brute force analysis is applied to detect the best combination of fea-

ture subgroups. The computation complexity of testing all the combinations of the 

four subgroups is lowered when compared to that of all the combinations of the 41 

features; this allows the detection of the combination of feature-subgroups that are 

important to the prediction process. Figure 5 demonstrates prediction accuracy when 

different machine learning techniques are applied on all possible combination of fea-

tures. Results analysis clarifies th t while utilizing support vector machine, the combi-
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nation of the subgroups AV (Student Assessment and VLE interactions) provide the 

same and highest prediction accuracy compared to the whole dataset including all 

features of the subgroups. 

 

Fig. 5. The classification accuracy of machine learning algorithms is applied on all possible 

combinations of feature-subgroup. 

5 Conclusion 

A brute force analysis is applied to detect the best combination of feature sub-

groups. Results analysis illustrates the extent to which classification results measure 

up with respect to accuracy across different combinations of features, with maximum 

accuracy of almost 85% for both Random Forest on the full dataset including demo-

graphic data, and XGBoost on combinations of registration, assessment and VLE 

interactions. This leads to the conclusion that demographic data does not affect the 

accuracy of final results when excluded from the full dataset, and thus can be neglect-

ed in favour of reducing computational time and complexity. The final step in model 

two introduced an adjustment for boosting techniques; with a trial to increase the 

classification accuracy by more than 85%.  
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